Abstract

Purpose: The ultimate aim of this research paper is to address notions related to TQM that assist in coping with problems affecting employee’s empowerment, in terms of their practicing desires, proposals and alternative associated problems within Total Quality Management practice. TQM is an administration approach utilized mostly by organizations in the manufacturing field. TQM normally is shown as a framework which can facilitate in producing low price merchandise by applying numerous ways of management via a continuous refinement process. When the manager gives a worker the authority to make decisions whether in teams or individually, this act is called Employee Empowerment.

Approach: A questionnaire was used for data collection, which addressed random employees in a Saudi firm. The sample was selected at random, with the criteria for participants being that they work at a Saudi firm. In addition, the number of respondents were 27 out of 30 of those invited to participate the questionnaire was sent individually to all participants in the research.
Findings: Fortunately, the findings show that Employee Empowerment is a widely known concept in Saudi firms, even though some local organizations do not know how to empower their employees in an effective way, still, the relationship between a manager and his team of employee is viewed to be beneficial especially as a way of improving work efficiency and customer satisfaction. Empowering employees is beneficial for a company as well for its staff, as empowering will create a situation where workers are able to make informed decisions which have a positive impact on the company’s performance in their sector or field.

Research limitations/implications: As an empirical study, this research was limited to a small sample of workers in Saudi firms, which was selected randomly. As a result, there might be a small degree of bias in respondents’ replies. However, generally this research paper provides several comprehensive findings that can be further researched in the future.
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